                           "Get A Liife!" Blog #1
We all know that this "COVID thing" has caused us to focus on some things that we didn't consider before. Being home can actually make us broaden our horizons! I live in a new-to-me neighborhood and I've gotten to meet and "distantly" socialize with "Toni", who lives across the street. She's an amazing nurse among other things. Providing our own libations, snacks and even wine glasses, we occasionally sit on my patio and swap stories. Toni is an Irish red-headed ball of spunk and energy that I consider to be fearless! Toni got my total respect and attention with only TWO WORDS:
"TOOL BELT"!
(Yep! You read that right!)
She was married once to a builder and she learned beaucoup things having to do with the building trades. She said that they even shared in the job of roofing the new house that was being built for them.
Then...she...said...it!
She said she even has "HER OWN TOOL BELT"!  My eyes were huge with awe and I think I uttered a breathless, "Oh, WOW!"                                     I thought:                                                                                                           A TOOL BELT!                                                                                                            A TOOL BELT!                                                                                                 I'd never considered that before, despite I'm every bit a                        "tool girl"! I couldn't let go of the possibility of owning...                           a "TOOL BELT!"                                                                                 It was instantly an obsession and I was driven to seek and obtain "just the right one" for ME!
After breakfast the next morning I laid out a plan. I powered up my laptop and did the research to see what styles were available and where to find them. Now, a girl has to look good for an occasion like this, so I put on some lovely earrings, then applied lipstick and mascara. Excitement loomed inside of me.                                              It was..."electric"! 
Gripping my purse, I swished out the door and off to the stores to peruse their selections. I was a woman on a mission!
The store with the best poissibilities was Harbor Freight. Once inside, I headed directly for the tool department. Now, you MUST understand that selecting this "item of apparel" should NOT be taken lightly! Shameless, and in front of men who were also shopping that department, I tried on a variety of models until I found "the Goldilocks version": It was just right! It was a good  fit for a woman's body, plus it would be attractive with any ensemble I'd be wearing in the future.                                              I FELT EMPOWERED!                                                                      I wanted to cruise the tool aisles dropping a hammer, a couple screwdrivers, a measuring tape and a pair of pliers into the places the belt provided, but would store security frown? I got a grip and brought my urges into check. I had the tool belt in my hand and turned toward the checkout. But just then came an "AHA!" moment! : "Hey! Just picture this piece of impressive apparel decked out with pruners, a hand trowel, a hand rake...anything and everything for gardening!
I turned back and grabbed a second tool belt. A girl can never get by by owning only one!  : )   


